
IPC  
Mrs.   Gunter  
 
Week   5   (April   27   -   May   1)  
Review   of   Motion   and   Forces!  
 

1. Motion   and   Forces   Task   Cards   
a.    Answer   questions   1-24.  

 
2. Use   the   Motion   and   Forces   vocabulary   list   

    to   help   you   with   the   task   cards.  
 
 















1. acceleration The rate at which velocity changes

2. acceleration

formula

a = velocity(final) - velocity(initial)/t

3. air resistance Fluid friction acting on an object moving through the air

4. average speed total distance divided by total time

5. balanced forces forces acting on an object that combine and form a net force of zero

6. centripetal force a force that acts on a body moving in a circular path and is directed toward the center around which the body

is moving.

7. force A push or a pull

8. free fall the motion of a falling object when the only force acting on it is gravity

9. friction A force that opposes motion between two surfaces that are in contact

10. gravity A force of attraction between objects that is due to their masses.

11. inertia the tendency of an object to resist a change in its motion

12. instantaneous

speed

the speed of an object at one instant of time, like on a speedometer

13. mass the amount of matter in an object

14. momentum the force or speed with which something moves

15. Net force The sum of all forces acting on an object

16. net force formula F=ma

17. speed Distance travelled per unit time

18. speed formula s = d/t

19. unbalanced forces forces acting on an object that combine and form a net force that is not zero

20. velocity the speed of an object in a particular direction

Motion & Forces
Study online at quizlet.com/_8c5vhi
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